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Abstract 
Background: Obesity, diabetes, asthma, autism, birth defects, dyslexia, attention deficit-hyper- 
activity disorder, and schizophrenia have increased in children in the last half century. The will 
(decision) to eat develops often when previous energy intake has been incompletely exhausted. 
Objective: The will to eat develops after stimuli (often external) that do not correlate with energy 
availability in blood. Training a relation between hunger sensations (Initial Hunger, IH) and Blood 
Glucose (BG) as an index of energy availability allows an IH Meal Pattern that is associated with 
low mean BG and insulin sensitivity. Lack of any relation between the will to eat and the energy 
availability is a widespread error that may be responsible of health deterioration in children as 
well as in adults. Methods: After meal suspension and with synchronous blood glucose (BG) mea-
surements, we taught patients to distinguish hunger sensations that are conditioned from those 
that arise after meal suspension (Initial Hunger, IH). This hunger (after meal suspension) signals a 
complete exhaustion of previous intake and is appropriate for meal onset to obtain meal-by-meal 
fasting nutrient levels and low BG prior to the next meal and establish an even balance. This pat-
tern has been termed the Initial Hunger Meal Pattern (IHMP). Results: In contrast with untrained 
control subjects, trained subjects accurately recognized IH by synchronous BG measurements. We 
report here the identification of Initial Hunger (the subjective limit), the daily adjustments to 
three arousals for weeks and months, the diffusion of the error in untrained child and adult popu-
lation, the validations of the IH and BG assessments and the improvements of 18 parameters by 
IHMP. Conclusion: The will to eat develops as a conditioned event and this conditioned will causes 
positive energy imbalance and insulin resistance/fattening. The imbalancing will to eat may be 
corrected by becoming aware of differences between the conditioned sensations of hunger and the 
sensations that develop after meal suspension. 
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1. Introduction 
Energy imbalance is the result of an intake larger than the expenditure that leads to overweight, insulin resis-
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tance and diabetes. Energy imbalance is associated with an overall immune overstimulation (Sterile inflamma-
tion or proinflammatory state [1]-[12]) with vascular and liver diseases, allergies, autoimmunity and some ma-
lignant diseases [12]-[14]. In the last half century, obesity and diabetes have increased in children as well as 
asthma, autism, birth defects, dyslexia, attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, and schizophrenia [15]. We have 
attributed the increased energy intake to an incomplete exhaustion of previous meal energy at each meal. The 
will to eat develops after many different conditioned signals when the exhaustion of previous energy intake is 
incomplete. Before meals, people have poor awareness on current available energy and this poor awareness is 
widespread. By synchronous blood glucose (BG) measurements, we taught patients to distinguish hunger sensa-
tions that are conditioned from those that arise after meal suspension. We used this hunger (after meal suspen-
sion) as a signal for the onset of the meals. This pattern was termed Initial Hunger Meal Pattern (IHMP), to ob-
tain meal-by-meal fasting nutrient levels and low BG prior to the following meal [16]-[20]. 

This review aimed at giving a rapid and compressive outlook on our published demonstrations that are all 
convergent. Conditioned intake is not limited to overweight people and gastroenterology patients but appears to 
be as a global, durable, although correctable, health impairment that either activates or worsens inflammation in 
this or other organ till its devastation [21] [31]. Some authors have already reproduced our training [32] [33]. In 
infants, Birch independently, instructed mothers like we did [42] [43]. BG measurements suffice at proofing the 
reliability of the subjective sensations in different people [20] [23]. Yet, these measurements before any energy 
supply brought us into the unexplored area of energy availability. The excessive availability is the most influen-
tial factor [21]-[24] on pathogenic responses (overall subclinical inflammation) and on differences in life out-
comes [1]-[15].  

2. Materials and Methods 
We assumed preprandial BG as an index of energy availability in blood and in all tissues [16]-[41] and con-
ceived BG measurement as a check of the physiological background (energy availability) during hunger. At IH 
arousal, the same background (BG) suggested an accurate recognition of hunger sensation. BG provided an 
evaluation of energy intake and energy balance meal by meal: a repeatedly low fasting BG meant an even ener-
gy balance, whereas a high preprandial BG suggested a positive energy imbalance even if preprandial BG was 
steady [34]-[40]. We calculated the “Mean BG” from weekly diaries to notice differences in different both times 
and people. We lastly searched for associations with health and disease. This report is a summary of published 
papers that report much more details. 

We studied infants between 6 months and 3 years of age with chronic/recurrent diarrhea. Many were clinical-
ly healthy and 9 were undernourished [24]. All were hospitalized in the Unity of Pediatric Gastroenterology in 
the Pediatric Department of the University of Florence for one or more days or even many months in follow-up 
studies up to twelve years between 1980 and 2000 [16]-[21]. We excluded food allergy by using the paper radio 
immunosorbent test and by measurement of total IgE [16] [17]. We screened the feces of all infants for parasites 
and viral or bacterial pathogens. Those who were positive were excluded. C-reactive protein was normal. Celiac 
disease was excluded by measuring antibodies against tTG and/or intestinal biopsy. The group of diarrheic, 
malnourished, not celiac infants (2 to 15 months of age) was separately studied in a follow-up for two years.  

2.1. Studies in Adults 
After the first diagnoses of celiac disease, the Unit received and treated also adults. Subjects were assigned con-
currently and randomly to either a control or a treatment group. The local hospital ethics committee approved 
the investigations in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from parents 
for all the infants. At recruitment, a list assigned the infants randomly (using Armitage odd and even numbers) 
to either the training group or the control group. Briefly, the Pediatric Gastroenterology Unit of Florence Uni-
versity recruited 149 subjects who completed a 5 months follow-up from 1996 to 2000 [28]. Aged 18 - 60 years 
old, subjects suffered from symptoms of functional bowel disorders such as dyspepsia, abdominal pain, and di-
arrhea but were otherwise clinically healthy. Informed consent had been signed by all subjects. The local Hos-
pital Ethics Committee approved the investigation in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration. Before recruit-
ment, we prepared a list of blocks of 1 - 4 empty places. In a ratio of 1:3 blocks, we randomly assigned the 
blocks of empty places to either control or training groups by using Armitage odd and even random numbers. A 
dietician kept the list and subsequently assigned each recruited subject to the first empty list place. Control or 
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training destination was revealed to the researchers after the first visit. Attrition (drop outs) was modest [32], 
always lower than 20%. Clinical assessments were performed at initial and final visits and twice in the interven-
ing 4 - 7 months follow-up period. The assessment se valuated compliance, nutritional intake and the subject’s 
clinical condition. Written diaries were kept for a week before each clinical visit to evaluate IH arousal 3 or 4 
times a day, preprandial BG three times a day, and relative adaptations in energy and fiber intake and in hours 
spent either in bed or in a gym plus outdoors. The number of subjects for each study was calculated to find dif-
ferences with a power of 95% and an alpha of 0.05. Further details are reported in each published article. Be-
tween 1995 and 2000, overweight adults or adults with functional bowel disorders came to the Unit for diagnos-
tic purposes (mainly Celiac disease) and for treatment. A total of 181 subjects aged between 18 and 60, clinical-
ly healthy, were recruited for a treatment by IHMP. We randomly assigned all subjects to controlled studies in 
which the primary output was weight [23] [24] [28] [32]. One-hundred and forty-nine adults completed the 
study on body weight and 120 adults completed a second study where the primary output was an increase in in-
sulin sensitivity [22] [23] [29].  

2.2. Statistical Methods  
In a previous study, we found an insulin sensitivity index in the intervention group 3 mg/dL higher than in the 
control group, with an SD of 3.0 [29]. Based on these figures, our sample size calculations suggested that we 
need a minimum of 14 subjects in each comparison group to detect a similar difference between index means, 
with a power of 80% and a unilateral alpha of 0.05. Values are expressed as mean ± SD. Twenty-one diarized 
BG measurements had a normal distribution around the mean. Confidence intervals were calculated to include 
95% of measurements [22]. Stratification of 120 subjects by mean BG and search for the cutoff point at recruit-
ment between subjects who significantly responded to “recognizing hunger” by mean BG and non responders 
was discussed in the Statistics Department of the University of Firenze (see Acknowledgments). In the separate 
LBG and HBG subgroups, a logistic regression analysis investigated the association of the training and BG 
mean, Hb1c, insulin and BG AUCs, intakes, and anthropometric measures (trained vs untrained control groups) 
to overcome doubts on significance of multiple results. Collinearity diagnostics and residual analysis validated 
the statistical model. The significance of difference and correlation was set at P < 0.05 in these analyses. Yates 
test and two-tailed Student’s t-test on paired or unpaired samples according to data requirements were used to 
analyze the significance of difference and two-tailed Student’s t-test for correlation. The significance was set at 
P < 0.05 for single measurements and at P < 0.025 for the GTT insulin and BG AUCs [20]. The trials on well-
being, nutrition, and cardiovascular risks comprised five to seven tests each. The significance was set at P < 0.01 
for the outcome of a single measurement within these trials. The Bonferroni correction was applied when re-
quired in the evaluation of multiple comparison results. In multiple analyses, the “<” symbol indicates the least 
significant P-value. Specially provided software was used to tabulate data for statistical analyses. Microsoft Ex-
cel and SAS (v 8; SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) were used for data presentation and for statistical analyses. 

2.3. Initial Hunger  
Initial Hunger (IH) emerged after meal suspension as a biophysical, subjective sensation that coincided with a 
repeatedly recognizable physiological state of diminished energy availability. The physiological state recurred 
sometimes per day and suggested spontaneously energy intake in absence of visual, smell or word food cues 
[16]-[20]. At IH recognition, BG identified energy availability (see later). A first study assessed the recognition 
of hunger in the hospital lab. Seventy-two control adults and 64 trained adults completed the two month follow- 
up. We checked the learning by comparing the estimated BG and the BG measured by autoanalyzer [18]. An 
independent laboratory studied ten adults and confirmed our results [33].  

2.3.1. Training Protocol 
1) Suspend meals for up to 48 hours.  
2) Locate physical sensation of hunger.  
3) Measure blood glucose concentration (BG). 
4) Mentally associate the physical sensation with the BG concentration.  
5) Begin with a meal of about 300 kcal.  
6) Repeat 1 - 5 increasing the meal size in proportion to the desired inter-meal interval. 
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7) Repeat the above procedure for two weeks. At each appearance of physical hunger, compare the sensation 
and the measured BG with the previous sensations.  

Fat calories are burned and stored several times more slowly than non-fat calories [37]-[40]. There were large 
differences among the utilizations of fatty acids. We assumed that BG was representative, as an index, of total 
energy availability for body tissues in the studied, clinically healthy, subjects with carbohydrate intake between 
50% and 60% of total energy intake [34]-[40]. Vegetables and fruit were suggested in an amount between 500 
and 1000 grams per day over 8 years of age. This amount prevented BG depressions in hyperinsulinemic sub-
jects who wanted to decrease body weight [31]. 

2.3.2. Validity of a Portable Device for BG Measurements 
The training was accomplished by home BG preprandial measurements, with a portable device (a portable po-
tentiometer for whole BG measurement with the exokinase method: Glucocard Memory; Menarini Diagnostics; 
Florence, Italy). The subject had to personally measure BG with the portable instrument against the autoanalyzer 
in the lab as he/she did at home. At blood sampling, we supervised the performance of the comparison. The au-
toanalyzer was checked every morning in comparison with the other 50 laboratories in Tuscany. A difference in 
BG from the mean had to remain within 1% every day. The heparinized blood sample for the autoanalyzer was 
immediately centrifuged and measured with the exokinase method. In the meantime, the patient performed 
his/her measurements on the same blood sample by glucometer. The autoanalyzer obtained a mean ± SD of 89.9 
± 11.3 mg/dL (N = 85). Subjects measured 89.0 ± 12.5 mg/dL. The mean difference (0.9 ± 7.1) was not signifi-
cant. On absolute values, the mean difference was: 5.7 ± 4.3 mg/dL with no bias. This error is low compared to 
the spontaneous BG wavering of 10% every 12 minutes [41]. 

2.4. Checking the Training 
The training consisted in BG measurements at hunger arousal, lasted two weeks, and one month later 64 trained 
and 72 control, untrained subjects attended the hospital lab before breakfast after an overnight fasting [18]. All 
subjects declared current presence or absence of hunger, and estimated BG (Figure 1). A glucose autoanalyzer 
measured actual BG. All hungry subjects described hunger sensations as gastric emptiness or gastric pangs. In 
the hungry trained group, the mean estimated BG was 78.1 ± 6.7 and the mean measured value was 80.1 ± 6.3 
mg/dL This measured BG was significantly lower than the measurements in hungry control subjects (89.2 ± 
10.2 mg/dL) and in not-hungry subjects of both trained (90.0 ± 6.6 mg/dL) and control (90.6 ± 10.9 mg/dL) 
groups. The absolute value of the difference between estimated and measured glucose (estimation error) in the  
 

 
Figure 1. Subjects reporting hunger at the laboratory final 
investigative session. 42 untrained controls (black circles, 
r = 0.29, NS) vs. 18 trained subjects (red circles), r = 0.93, 
P = 0.0001). Copyright © 2006, Dove Medical Press Ltd. 
Image courtesy of Ciampolini M, et al. [18].                 
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hungry trained group (3.2% ± 2.4% of the measured value) was significantly lower than the one in the hungry 
control group (16.7% ± 11.0%). These findings prove that control (untrained) subjects do not reflect their bio-
chemical condition when stating to be hungry and estimating BG. Trained subjects instead, show a low BG con-
dition when hungry and estimate accurately their current energy availability. We repeated an uncontrolled study 
in children younger than three years of age.  

In the hospital laboratory the autoanalyzer measured BG in 16 toddlers not demanding food before breakfast 
in comparison with 54 toddlers who were demanding food, all after training with 42 measurements at hunger 
arousal [17]. No demand was associated with a significantly higher BG than the condition of food demand (96.3 
± 10.5 mg/dL versus 74.6 ± 7.7 mg/dL; P = 0.0001). Based on these studies, the initial demand (ID or IH) was 
conceived as a threshold phenomenon triggered by low energy availability in blood, indicated by low BG; nor-
mal activity is not inhibited by low energy. The intervention may be conceived as an abrupt weaning of the 
mother and child from the automatic, scheduled feeding to implement a habitual evaluation of time and amount 
of meal. 

2.5. Differences between Conditioned Hunger and Hunger after Meal Suspension 
In the hospital lab, at the question on hunger, control, untrained subjects focused on food and developed gastro-
duodenal Pavlovian reflexes that are weaker and shorter than the sensations after eating suspension. The main 
difference is at the sensation onset: either before focusing on food (after meal suspension) or after focusing on 
food (conditioned). Low BG can confirm the distinction.  

3. Results 
IHMP changes energy availability in blood and in all tissues (Table 1). BG is a good index in people that draw 
more than 50% of their energy from carbohydrates [34]-[40]. Preprandial BG informs also on energy balance 
when the will to eat emerges. A mean in a sequence (Mean BG) informs us on the energy balance and on the 
maintenance of distance from fattening/Ins Res in that period. In 120 adults at recruitment, Mean BG is stratified 
in ten strata with a small confidence interval around the mean (3.8 mg/dL) and values were stable after 5 months 
in 31 control, untrained adults. In controlled studies during IHMP, we found significant decreases of: 

1) Mean BG in 143 infants [17], and in 149 adults [28]; 2) plasma triglycerides in 9 undernourished infants 
[19]. 3) glycated hemoglobin in 120 adults [22]; 4) energy availability is associated with resting metabolic rate 
and total daily expenditure. These values decreased in 24 infants by indirect calorimetry and doubly labelled 
water [20]. This decrease is reminiscent of the lower energy expenditure by breast-fed infants in comparison to 
formula fed infants [44] [45]. The decreases in Mean BG and in RMR are not uniform among children and 
adults but are in significant positive correlation with the Mean BG at recruitment (r = 0.75; N = 89; P = 0.0001, 
Figure 2); 5) No variation of the lowest Mean BGs, about one third of investigated children or adults [17] [22]. 
This “freely chosen” BG level at recruitment is identical to the level obtained by children and adults who show 
significant decreases after training (76.6 ± 3.7 mg/dL) [22], In sedentary people, this BG represents the fasting 
value associated with an even balance (maintenance of weight and insulin sensitivity; 6) SD of BG during a di-
ary week [22]; 7) energy intake: this becomes a variable targeted to the steady maintenance of preprandial fast-
ing BG [16] [17] [22]; 8) Triglycerides [16] [17] [20] [22]; 9) total cholesterol to HDL choletsterol ratio [22]; 10) 
diastolic blood pressure [22]; 11) number of days with diarrhea or abdominal pain [17] [22]; 12) Body weight 
and body mass index selectively in overweight adults and also normal-weight adults with high fasting mean BG 
(over about 82 mg/dL; Table 2) [18] [22] [32]; 13) arm and 14) leg skinfold thickness in overweight adults and 
in subjects with high fasting mean BG [18] [26]; 15) fecal energy emission by bomb calorimetry [46]; 16) In-
crease of insulin sensitivity index, only in subjects with high fasting mean BG [22], [47]; 17) increase of insuli-
nogenic index [22] [48]; 18) maintenance of body weight of lean children and adults who have low fasting mean 
BG [28]. 

4. Discussion 
Investigation on children, on adults and even on malnourished infants showed significantly higher preprandial 
Mean BG at recruitment than during IHMP for an incomplete exhaustion of BG and available nutrients in blood 
at meals (See triglycerides in malnourished infants). This elevation causes untoward reflexes in the small intes-
tine [20] [49]. The training eliminated the unexhausted BG and the high preprandial BG decreased more in  
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Figure 2. Decreases of mean pre-prandial BG after training versus Mean BG at recruitment for 
each trained subject. Notes: Abbreviations: BG, blood glucose; HBG, high blood glucose; LBG, 
low blood glucose. Column heights show Mean BG differences 5 months after recruitment in 
each trained subject. Significant increases are indicated by blue bars, significant decreases by red 
bars, and no significant changes by black bars. Mean BG is reported in sequentially increasing 
order at recruitment, not in linear correlation with segment length on the X-axis scale. The 
vertical dashed line indicates the most significant division between subjects who showed no 
Mean BG decrease after training (low BG group, n = 34) and those who showed a significant 
decrease of Mean BG (high BG group, n = 55; Chi-squared analysis: P = 0.00001). This BG 
threshold (demarcation point) is 81.8 mg/dL (4.54 mmol/L) at recruitment. Subjects above this 
threshold affected most improvements in weight and insulin resistance. Copyright © 2011, Dove 
Medical Press Ltd. Image courtesy of Ciampolini M, et al. [22].                                      

 
Table 1. Over-weight groups at baseline and at investigation end. Composition, compliance and effects of training (IHMP) 
on diary reports and anthropometry.                                                                          

 Control Trained 

 Baseline After 5 mo. Baseline After 5 mo. 

Number of subjects and gender 13F + 8M 23F + 15M 

Schooling1 11.1 ± 2.7 12.0 ± 3.0 

Age1 33.7 ± 14.4 36.7 ± 12.6 

Subjects showing BG decrease2 3/21 (14.3%) 24/38 (63.2%)***,a 

BG group mean pre-meal3 85.7 ± 9.0 89.3 ± 8.2*,b 86.8 ± 8.7 78.8 ± 6.8***,a***,b 

Subjects < 81.8 mg/dL4 8 (38.1%) 5 (33.8%) 12 (31.6%) 29 (76.3%)***,a***,b 

Vegetable intake5 246 ± 188 427 ± 263**,b 274 ± 166 449 ± 218***,b 

Fruit intake5 193 ± 155 173 ± 160 221 ± 122 266 ± 174 

Energy intake6 1728 ± 551 1310 ± 532**,b 1756 ± 585 1069 ± 487***,b 

Diary BG SD7 8.9 ± 4.2 8.9 ± 3.8 9.6 ± 4.8 6.4 ± 3.6**,a***,b 

BMI8 29.1 ± 5.6 28.2 ± 5.6*,b 28.7 ± 3.5 26.5 ± 3.5**,a***,b 

Weight9 76.1 ± 16.6 73.8 ± 16.2*,b 78.0 ± 10.2 72.2 ± 10.1*,b 

Arm skinfold thickness10 25.4 ± 10.0 21.0 ± 7.6**,b 25.8 ± 9.2 19.9 ± 7.7***,b 

Leg skinfold thickness10 34.5 ± 13.0 29.7 ± 10.7**,b 32.1 ± 12.6 25.1 ± 10.2***,b 

Notes: Values are expressed as means ± SD. 1Years at the beginning of the study. 2Number of subjects who significantly decreased mean pre-meal di-
ary BG. 3Mean pre-meal of diary blood glucose, mg/dL, LBG = lower than 81.8 mg/dL. HBG = higher than 81.8 mg/dL. 4Number of subjects who 
fell into the LBG at end of the study. 5grams/d. 6Kcal/d. 7Diary BG SD refers to the SD of 21 BG preprandial measurements reported in 7 d diary by 
each subject. 8Body weight in kg/square height in meters. 9kg. 10mm. Asterisks indicate significant differences (Student’s t-test or Yates test: *P < 0.05; 
**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001) vs. respective control group values based on “post-pre” measurements (a), or vs. baseline values of the same group (b). 
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trained subjects in comparison with control subjects. At recruitment, about one third of both the investigated 
children and the investigated adults showed Mean BG, insulin sensitivity and HbA1c that were similar to the 
values of subjects after training. This identity suggests that training IHMP is a reacquisition of a safe, normal 
eating pattern that was developed in the phylogenesis rather than a technological artifact. In our findings, the 
sequence: conditioned intake, high preprandial BG (energy imbalance), fattening/Ins Res, sterile inflammation 
and health risks appears to be widespread to 60% of children and adults [17] [23]. Subjects at recruitment ig-
nored their incompleteness of energy exhaustion and their comment was: “I would have known it earlier”. They 
also ignored the immune deterioration by sterile inflammation and health risks that follow fattening/Ins Res 
[1]-[14]. We have under-investigated the development of sterile inflammation. We have shown that bacteria 
proliferate in proportion to the permanence of food in the small intestine [49] and we have found a decrease of 
IgG plasma antibody level against Helicobacter pylori and a prevention of infection during IHMP [27]. A sup-
pression of functional bowel disorders during elimination of insulin resistance through IHMP also suggests eli-
mination of sterile inflammation [17] [23] [26]. A large body of studies has shown the association of fatten-
ing/Ins Res with a worsening of infections, chronic functional disorders, autoimmunity and allergies [1]-[14]. 
The initial sensation of hunger (IH), that may be learned after meal suspension, may be used to reproduce a meal 
by meal even balance [32] and this reconstitution would be more effective than any assistance provided by gov-
ernments. 

We studied children and adults that were clinically healthy (motivated by functional disorders), overweight 
people and infants with malnutrition. This suggests that the conditioned eating and its remedy by awareness on 
BG might interest anybody. This is not true. At recruitment, part of “healthy” infants and adults presented the 
same BG as the BG of trained subjects. The not studied population might be in either worse or better condition. 
Compliance and effects of IHMP in healthy, ill or diabetic subjects are poorly known. This opens a large field of 
investigation and treatment on the conditions associated with fattening/Ins Res. 

5. Conclusion 
Infant/mother pairs recognize easily IH without BG measurements [17] [20]. Adults can learn the recognition in 
few days (Figure 1), and meals allowing three IH arousals per day are associated with an even energy balance 
(Figure 2). This meal pattern may become the reference for normal energy intake and for normal/ideal body 
weight. Repeating the recognition of IH sensation after the first initial meal suspension requires, in adults, a va-
lidation by the preprandial measurement of BG. This measurement may be repeated after months and years to 
check the identity in recognition. Diabetics, old and overweight people with poor insulin production may not 
feel hunger at all [22] [23] [26]. The relation between vegetable intake, energy intake and mean BG requires a 
study ad hoc [28]. 
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Abbreviations 
BG: blood glucose;  
IH: Initial Hunger;  
IHMP: IH Meal Pattern;  
Mean BG: A mean in a sequence of preprandial BGs three times a day for a week or more. Mean BG informs us 
on the energy balance and on the maintenance of distance from fattening/InsRes in that period;  
HBG: high blood glucose;  
LBG: low blood glucose. The division between LBG and HBG is at 82 mg/dL in sedentary people. 
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